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Introduction

Today, CAN (controller area
network) buses are becoming
commonplace in industrial
machinery and factory automation
applications. Today’s cars use a
CAN bus as the backbone for
connecting controllers with
sensors and actuators throughout
the vehicle. However, CAN and
other networks are a challenge 
to implement in an automobile.
Many CAN-based designs have
transitioned from pure analog or
electro-mechanical to mixed
analog and digital designs. These
mixed-signal designs incorporate
a wide variety of sensors and
gages that convert physical

measurements to electrical signals,
but they also contain digital
components that implement
increasingly complex controls and
algorithms. In these mixed-signal
designs, the real-world signals
interacting with the CAN nodes
are relatively slow compared to
the fast digital control signals. 
In the past, you could use a 2- or
4-channel digital scope to get a
quick understanding of your pure
analog or electro-mechanical
signal behaviors. However, a 2- or
4-channel digital scope is not
sufficient for analyzing today’s
ever-more-complex mixed-signal
designs, including CAN 
serial buses.

4Applications

1Isolating Bad Data

2Unexpected CAN 
Bus Error

3Latency
Trigger/Characterization

4LIN Bus Triggering
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Figure 1. In automotive electronics, the use of CAN buses is commonplace.

Agilent’s 54600 Series mixed-signal
oscilloscopes (MSOs) seamlessly
combine 16 digital timing channels
and a 2-channel digital storage
oscilloscope (DSO) into a unique
and easy-to-use oscilloscope for
these types of designs.

With the profusion of
microcontrollers, many of the
peripheral devices in your designs
are likely to use serial interfaces.
Agilent 54600 Series MSOs
provide serial bus triggering that
includes I2C, SPI, USB, CAN and
LIN. Because serial interfaces 
are relatively slow, you need to
capture longer time periods in
order to see the details in your
signal streams. The MSO’s
MegaZoom deep memory allows
you to capture the big picture and
the details of the serial control
signals at the same time.

The CAN trigger feature (included
standard with 54600 Series
oscilloscopes) uses a start-of-frame
(SOF) trigger that simply
synchronizes to any CAN
message, regardless of the
message content. When you use
the Agilent N2758A CAN trigger
module with the 54600 Series
mixed-signal oscilloscope, you
have the ability to trigger on
specific CAN message content
and more. The CAN trigger
module utilizes eight digital
channels on the MSO.

In this application note, we will
look into some real applications
and discuss the benefits that
Agilent 54600 Series MSOs and
the N2758A trigger module
provide to help you more quickly
understand CAN-based design
behaviors and thus get your
products to market faster.

Figure 2. Agilent 54600 Series mixed-signal oscilloscope and
N2758A CAN trigger module.
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1Application
Isolating Bad Data

Assume that a node is sending a
message with unexpected data 
in it, and you monitor it in the
master controller (or another
node) and find it. You can use the
N2758A to track down the source
of the bad data and figure out
how it was generated. You can set
up the trigger spec to trigger only
when a CAN message with the
bad message ID or data occurs
and trigger the scope for that bad
message. Then you can use the
two analog and eight remaining
digital channels to investigate
how the bad data is being
generated by the node. The
N2758A CAN trigger module
allows the scope to trigger on
standard IDs (11 bit), extended
IDs (29 bit) or even a mixture of
standard and extended IDs.

For example, if you have an A/D
sensor that occasionally is clipped
when you know it shouldn’t be,
you can easily set up a trigger
that triggers on the sensor’s
message and the clipped data
value. The scope triggers on the
bad reading, and you can examine
the A/D conversion to see why it
was clipped, perhaps due to a
setup-and-hold-time violation
when the data is latched, or a
power supply dropout during the
conversion. Typical sensor found in
automobiles include temperature
sensors, speed rotation sensors
and pressure (ABS) sensors.

Figure 3. Here the scope triggers on the specific CAN message
ID and data length, while also monitoring the SPI bus signals to
the sensor with digital channels and analog sensor input with
an analog channel.

These sensors should never
produce negative readings, 
so if you observe a negative
temperature, speed or brake
pressure reading, or one that is
outside the normal operating
range, you can use the CAN
trigger module to capture the bad
data and investigate its cause.

In Figure 3, the scope triggered
on the broadcast of the result of a
sensor reading. The MSO triggers
on the specific CAN message ID
and data length, while also
monitoring the SPI bus signal
interactions to the sensor and 
the analog sensor input. The 

top signal is the CAN Rx signal
triggered on the bad CAN message.
The second signal is the trigger
pulse from the CAN module. 
The next three lines are digital
channels showing SPI interface
output to the sensor circuit, and
the bottom signal is analog sensor
input. There could be other
analog or digital signals involved.
Fortunately, the MSO with the
N2758A has one more analog
channel and several more digital
channels to show you the full
circuit activities. Using these
tools, you can see the interactions
between the CAN signals and
other digital and analog signals.
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2Application
Unexpected CAN Bus Error

Suppose a node is causing
intermittent errors on the bus,
and therefore it is invalidating
some of the messages by causing
a CAN bus error frame. This error
frame will cause the transmitter
to retransmit, which will change
the timing of the overall system
running on the CAN network,
perhaps disrupting some
time-critical piece of information.
Using the N2758A set to Error
Trigger, the scope can trigger
when error frames occur, and you
can then use the other channels
to understand why the node is
causing the CAN error frame. 
You may discover logical domain
issues like setup-and-hold time
problems, or you may find 
the system in an incorrect or
unexpected state. If you encounter
parametric issues on the CAN bus
differential signals, you could use
the analog channels to look at 
the CAN_L or CAN_H probe lugs.
Agilent also provides affordable
differential probes such as the
N2772A for acquiring the true
differential CAN signals (CAN_H
and CAN_L) without common
mode deviations.

Figure 4. Using the N2758A set to “Error Trigger,” the scope can
trigger when error frames occur.
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3Application
Latency Trigger/Characterization

Sometimes when a CAN-based
system is not behaving as you
expect it to, one of the symptoms
is a change in time interval
between messages. The time
between two events is called
latency. Latency measurement 
is very important in CAN-based
design. The N2758A architecture
is very powerful and unique in
that it can measure and trigger 
on the time between messages
that meet your CAN trigger
specification. The N2758A allows
you to trigger the CAN bus when
a message is occurring within a
specified time range (or before 
or after the specified time). This
time range could indicate an
error condition or it could be a
system response specification
and you could trigger on the
system being out of spec. The
CAN trigger module generates 
a trigger pulse for every frame
matching your specification,
which you can use as a trigger
input for your MSO.

First, set up the N2758A to
trigger on the message of interest
in the CAN menu. This will
generate a pulse on the CANTRG
line back into the MSO for every
message in the system that meets
this spec. Then, using the scope’s
pulse width trigger with CANTRG
as the source, you can selectively

Figure 5. Here the scope is set to trigger only when the
rebroadcast of a particular frame occurs between 45 ms
and 75 ms.

trigger the scope for particular
timing of the CAN message, thus
isolating the behavior of interest.
Then you can use the two analog
and eight digital channels available
to track down why the timing is
not behaving as you expected.

In Figure 5, the scope is set to
trigger only when the rebroadcast
of a particular frame occurs
between 45 msec and 75 msec.
The top signal is the CAN Rx 
from the CAN trigger pod, and the
bottom signal is the trigger pulse.
The scope is set to trigger only 
if this broadcast is outside the
expected cycle of 40 msec. If the
node is operating out of spec, the
MSO can trigger on the unexpected
operation to help you understand
what caused it.
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4Application
LIN Bus Triggering

The CAN backbone is not always
the best choice for connecting all
car functions. For example, you
do not need the performance of a
32-bit microcontroller or the speed
of a CAN bus (typically 200 kb/sec
to 1 Mb/sec) for implementing
functions such as operating power
windows, locking doors and
controlling seats. When you need a
lower-speed/lower-cost connection,
you can use a LIN (local
interconnect network) bus that
has a single-master/multiple-slave
structure with data rates about
20 kb/sec. A LIN triggering
feature is standard on all 54600
Series oscilloscopes, and it
triggers on the rising edge at 
the sync break exit of the LIN
single-wire bus signal that marks
the beginning of the message
frame. It allows you to trigger the
scope whenever a LIN message
transmission is started and avoid
triggering the scope in the middle
of a LIN message transmission.

Figure 6. With LIN triggering, you trigger on the beginning of the
LIN message frame.
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Glossary

CAN (controller area network) bus A simple, two-wire differential serial
bus. CAN buses operate in noisy environments with a high level of 
data integrity.

LIN (local interconnect network) bus A low-cost, single-wire bus for
automotive and industrial applications.
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Applications
Conclusion

The Agilent mixed-signal
oscilloscope, used in conjunction
with the N2758A CAN trigger
module, is a powerful CAN 
design tool that lets you view
time-correlated CAN messages
and other analog and digital
signals. The CAN trigger module

allows a higher level of triggering
directly on serial message content
and measuring latency between
occurrences of user-defined CAN
frames. These capabilities should
help you quickly turn on and
verify CAN-based mixed analog
and digital designs.
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